Styrene Jackpot Signs (2,000) and Spiral Number Pads (24,000) FY13
Jackpot Signs & #s FY13 Questions/Answers
Amendment 2
Monday, December 3, 2012
Inquiries/Questions must be received by: Wednesday, November 28, 2012, at 10
a.m. ET
Bid Due Date Extended: From Friday, December 7, 2012, at 10 a.m. ET to Monday,
December 10, 2012, at 10 a.m. ET. Late bids will NOT be considered. Not a public
bid opening.
Delivery Due Date: Week of January 21, no later than noon ET on Friday, January
25, 2013
http://www.sceducationlottery.com/lottery/procurement.aspx

Question 13 (Continued from Amendment 1)
Q: Can you provide a photograph of the wire-bound spiral number pads you are
soliciting? There are different types of spiral binding available.
A: Thank you for asking about the spiral number pad BINDING. SCEL has found that
pads bound in a “U” shape, with a small “u” coming down to almost touching the gap
between two upside down large “U’s” that reach up, to work best in the double

j-channels. See the photograph above. While the white covering on the thin wire
makes it difficult to photograph, the focus of a player’s eyes remains on the jackpot
amount and not on how the pads are bound.
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On the left, in the photograph above, shows how the “U” shaped binding appears
between the other pages of the pad. The middle pad illustrates the how the same type
of pads are bound. The right pad has a black spiral binding.

The binding appears to be two pieces of wire in the $/0 pad, but is actually the same
type of binding as is used in the Blank/1 pad, showing the right side up small “u” shapes
reaching around and almost overlapping upside down large “U” shapes where the pads
are bound.
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The third pad to the right with the black binding illustrates a true spiral binding. This
binding type was found to snag on the double j-channels and become unbound quickly
rending the pad unusable. SCEL does NOT wish to procure this type of spiral binding.

Should you have additional questions, please send them to:
Procurement@SCLot.com

Questions will be answered and posted on the SCEL Procurement webpage:
http://www.sceducationlottery.com/lottery/procurement.aspx
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